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This dissertation asks, how the intentional practice of being a Koinonia fellowship,
primarily in the context ofworship, promotes transformation in the attitudes and behaviors of
white, Southern, rural United Methodist church members specifically measuring the
transformation of attitudes and behaviors of church members’ racial prejudice. Through this work
members grow in adapting new ways of including all God’s people through worship that shares
God’s power. A well resourced, creative worship team consisting ofmembers will help the
congregation gain investment and acceptance to use worship as a means of reconciliation and
rebuilding the ways we relate as people of God.
The key terms in this study are koinonia, people of God, community, fellowship, racism,
and worship. The model for ‘worship design’ focuses on prayer, engaging Scripture,
brainstorming, time to process, reviews and feedback to make worship a fertile place of
reconciliation. After implementing a six month season of developing and implementing worship
that teaches and models a koinonia fellowship this work concludes that practicing “becoming
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koinonia” can motivate a congregation through meaningful opportunities and weekly worship to
experience participation with God and all the people of God.
Consistent participation in weekly interactive models, developed by an inclusively driven
worship team, builds a greater experience of koinonia comfort in the context ofworship
transforming the attitudes of persons in the congregation in general and specifically toward
attitudes of racism. Members increased their willingness to invite and include others in worship.
One of the most promising indications of the effect ofkoinonia fellowship and transformation is
seen in those who reported they were less like to change their views on race relations who did
indicate an increased willingness to change their views. Finally, the congregation’s awareness of
the diversity of their larger community increased toward the actual make up of the community.
For these reasons I believe that both the Winterville United Methodist Church and I have
learn a great deal about the practical application ofbecome more fully a koinonia fellowship and
there by more fully the people God calls and creates us to be. Finally, it is my assumption that as
embedded beliefs and core attitudes are learned over a life time, the longer a congregation
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Moses was called to lead the people of God into a land flowing with milk and honey
even though the people were not fully ready or willing to go on that journey. Yet in faithfulness
they began together. Both Moses and a generation of piers wandered in the wilderness of faith
and fear to find a home for the spiritual community, the people of God. Guided by God’s call, a
vision from a distance, and signs along the way, the people eventually found their hearts home in
God and a promised land. Though Moses must have be disappointed not to see the people reach
the goal, in faith, he knew they eventually others would see the dream and promise made whole.
Even as post modernist at the edge of a new millennium, the goal of traveling to the
planet Mars has been in the dreams of fiction ~witers and in hopeful hearts of scientists for many
decades. Even now, traveling to the red planet continues to sound futuristic and unrealistic. But
we can continue to see the vision beyond the present reality. We work to build more than we
have become. It is with that vision we progress through the use ofmodels, instruments that
magnify the vision, research of data and statistics, and sateffite projects help us reach this goal.
Likewise, the task ofthis dissertation combines these two images as a response to God’s
call to present a vision and a measurable model to transform my own ministry and the people in
my ministry setting. The research and implementation of this work can also become an instrument
of transforming other local churches in other ministry settings throughout the larger church. This
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method: a style of discernment that is simple and straightforward enough to lead our
reflections toward practical action. And we need a communal method: a shared strategy
by which Christian gatherings can face the challenges in their surrounding culture and
come to agreement of how to witness to their faith here and now. (Whitehead and
Whitehead 1995, 3)
The goal of this work will be to develop both the instruments and the methods for creating change
that is measurable and relevant to the ministry setting and in my own ministry as Joseph Barndt
suggests, “efforts to eliminate racism must be reflected in statistical change.” (Barndt 1991,34)
With a great respect for the enormous quest of addressing the sin of racism with the highest hope
and deepest grace seek to provide a catalyst of growth and transformation in my ministry and the
lives ofthe people in my ministry setting.
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dissertation will identil~ and evaluate my ministry setting, in light of the reality and power of
racism in our churches, to develop a ministry model that continues the work of addressing the sin
of racism in our community of faith and to build a renewed fellowship by learning a new
relationship as the people of God.
My research is limited to the experience of koinonia in the local church, in contrast to
prior studies of a global scope of koinonia. This work is further limited to the experience of
koinonia in the worship setting. And this research is also limited to the setting and context of the
Southern rural United Methodist Church. it is my goal to find a tangible way of educating and
motivating a congregation to experience the partnership and fellowship of koinonia in worship
and measure the effect of those experiences on the members attitudes and behaviors ofunity in
their understanding of the nature and role of the church, including Winterville United Methodist
and the larger church.
I have selected the term “practicing” to capture the reality of action, learning, and the
efforts of imperfect people currently living outside a relationship of full koinonia, yet in the
church. I trust God to complete this project’s goal as Charles Van Engen suggests for the
church:
it is a fully formed community, a living sacrament, and a sign before God, its members,
and those outside its walls. But simultaneously it is in the process of becoming through
carefully contextualized goal-setting, planning, and evaluation. The gap will be bridged
between the Church’s human, often-sintbl, visible, and organizational side and its divine,
holy, invisible, and organic side.” (Van Engen 1991, 41)
A goal without a method to is a dream with a hope ofbeing fulfilled. Authors James D.
Whitehead and Evelyn Eaton Whitehead affirm the practical necessity ofhaving useful methods:
Christians today need a portable method: a reflective process that they can carry with
them to the daily duties and challenges of their life of faith. We also need a performable
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THE STUDY CONTEXT
This dissertation wifi focus on one congregation, the Wintervifie United Methodist
Church. It is vital to identify the various layers of context through which this study wifi seek to
identify. As William R. Myers suggests, “the adequate description of a context can help the
student clari1~,r the boundaries and the wide variety of issues undergirding a proposed ministry
project.” (Myers 1993, 10)
The Larger Parish Area
Winterville United Methodist Church is located on the eastern edge of a rapidly
expanding, university-town, of incorporated Athens-Clarke County, Georgia. The Winterville
community zip code area includes over 2920 addresses. The Wintervifie area is projected to
increase in population by~ in the next three years, the most rapidly growing area of the
county. (Appendix A) While Wintervifie United Methodist Church is the only Methodist Church
in the city limits ofWinterville, Georgia, it is one of fourteen United Methodist Churches in the
county, and one of over two hundred churches of all denominations in the county. Winterville
U.M.C. is one of one hundred and twenty churches in an eleven county denominational district,




Winterville United Methodist church, know best by its pre-unilication name, Winterville
Methodist, is located in the center of the older part of down town Winterville, Georgia. It is
positioned across the street from City Hall and The Depot, a community meeting center. On the
north side is an old bank building now converted into a single family dweffing and a recently
closed trucking company site. Behind the church property is a two story, white frame home with
eight columns on two porches. And to the south, across the empty railroad track bed and Main
Street is the Winterville Inn Bed and Breakfast, pharmacy, dentist, Post Office and retirement
home. Surrounding these structures are single family homes build fifty to a hundred years ago.
About ten percent of the city population are members of the Winterville U. M. C.
Church Characteristics
Using data provided by members and the Percept Group, Inc. I found that 48.2% of the
members are from fifty five to seventy four, with the average age being fifty six. The average
member lives 3.8 miles from the church and 58% of the members have belonged to the church for
more than twenty years. 65% were raised as Methodists and 47% consider themselves to be
active members of the congregation. The members have an average household income of
$40,813 per year and on average report to give 5.01% of that amount to the church. The
members reported that 50% prefer worship to be both emotionally uplifting and intellectually
challenging, a typical, middle-of-the-road response from the membership. 37.5% prefer
supporting local missions, while 12% are not interested in being involve in missions at all. 60%
are married; 17.2% are widowed, and 6.9% are divorced. 68% have attended at least some
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college, trade or vocational school. The congregation is 66.7% female, 41% retired, and 85% live
within the Winterville zip code 30683. The two most interesting responses from this self-
evaluation instrument are that 41.1% report feeling satisfied sharing their faith with others outside
the church and 37% do not have close friends in the congregation. 22% report having two close
friends in the congregation. (Appendix A)
Listening to the members’ stories and sharing in their joys and life crises over the past
three years has given me the opportunity to learn not only their statistical vital signs, but also their
community faith journey and vision ofthe future. Winterville United Methodist Church is a
congregation of white, middle class people have graciously agreed to support and participate in
this work with me. The church has a willingness to involve themselves in this study and to more
fully become a light set on a lamp stand for all to see.
Theological Stance
The Winterville United Methodist Church affirms Wesley’s quadrilateral and ranks the
elements as (1) tradition, (2) scripture, (3) Experience, (4) Reason, on occasion. Theologically
they are self evaluated as moderately conservative. They are grounded in an embedded set of
scripture and faith maxims that guide their faith and living, as identified by Stone and Duke. “As
Christians and therefore theologians, we are called to listen and question, to forge an ever-
growing understanding of the meaning of the Christian message of God, and to act on it in our
lives, in the church, and the world. The role of tradition most clearly defines the worship,
fellowship, and organization of the congregation. (Stone and Duke 1999, 119)
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Organizational Structures
Formally, the members see themselves as following the formal structure of the United
Methodist Church by the book ofDiscipline. Currently the congregation of three hundred and
forty two members, with an average Sunday attendance of one hundred and twenty. The church
has included every committee and work area suggested in the Discipline, with the exceptions of
the Committees on the Status and Role ofWomen and Religion and Race. Informally, a
matriarchal network of insider-women do the work of a patriarchal leadership team, limited by the
tradition ofwhat has worked well in the past.
Interpersonal Relations
The church staff is comprised of an appointed pastor, a minister ofmusic, a secretary,
and a part time custodian. The volunteer staff of teachers, leaders, committee members, childcare
providers, and youth counselors comprise the church workers. I have observed that members have
relatively little social contact with other members outside of their church experience, and few
close friendship relationships with members as stated early. I have experienced a lack ofjoy,
laughter, and humor in the spirit of the congregation. I have observed the older members, which
make up about forty percent of the congregation, resistant to change; they respond quickly to the
threat of change by quickly dividing into camps, “for or against” to maintain comfort levels. On
their own they seldom use open or creative methods of communication. The younger members
seldom interact with the older members by choice. Avoidance appears to be the favorite method
of addressing difficult and challenging issues.
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Historical Events
In 1859 the current property was deeded to form a Methodist Church, just one month
prior to the founding ofthe Wintervifie Baptist Church, with first Methodist pastor appointed in
1861. From 1862 to 1950 there was a series of short term minister with steady numerical growth,
yet no detailed memory of significant milestones of either crisis or celebration. In 1952 the
education building was built and in 1972. A bequest of $75,000 was used for renovations; this gifi
was given without written limitations for its use, but with ‘understood’ expectations, which were
not equally clear to the whole membership. Stories continue to be told asking, “What ifwe had
used the money the way the she [the donor] intended.” Most recently and out of necessity the
church has begun to make the building handicap-accessible. The church has a long range vision of
building a new fellowship hail to meet the needs of future growth and to keep up with the building
expansion ofthe local Baptist church.
Beyond changes and improvements to the facilities over the years, the church has
experienced a change ofpastoral leadership approximately every two to three years. Only one
pastor had a five year tenure, which occurred twenty years ago. The membership was at its peak
about eighteen years ago with three hundred and sixty seven members. The congregation
celebrates homecoming each year in September, inviting former pastors and members to return for
a day ofworship and dinner on the grounds. The congregation has had seasonal youth ministers
and music ministers throughout its history. The are no memories of traumatic events such as
fires, floods, or radical population shifts. Both the church and the community have maintained a
slow and stead minimal growth over the years. The general history is most often re-told through
the litany of improvements to the physical plant and changes in pastoral leadership.
THE MIMSTRY ISSUE
I propose to research the following question: How does the intentional practice ofbeing
a Koinonia fellowship, primarily in the context ofworship, promote transformation in the
attitudes and behaviors of white, Southern, rural United Methodist church members?
While this dissertation will explore various aspects of attitudes and behaviors, I am
specifically interested in measuring the transformation of attitudes and behaviors of church
members’ racial prejudice. My secondary questions asks, is there a connection between their
experience of spiritual fellowship in worship and their willingness to seek unity with people who
are different from themselves? The obvious racial divisions of churches affirms that all are not yet
one in Christ. The hope of this study will be to invite the members to grow in learning new ways
of including all people based on God’s witness and call for healing and reconciliation of the world.
It is Buttry that cautions and warns studies specifically like this one:
Then, out of a feeling of guilt and wanting to do what is right, a congregation can try to
build a relationship with a different ethnic congregation and perhaps participate in some unity
activity. The good -intentioned temptation is to look for a warm feeling of acceptance that eases
the guilt but not go to the deeper levels, where the roots of conflict lie. This is particularly true of
white churches. Injustice is always involved, and reconciliation that does not also include justice
building is not the genuine article. Becoming a partner in establishing justice is essential for the
healing of reconciliation to take place. A church that wants to be a local peacemaker will have to
get involved in the sometimes murky and costly issues ofjustice as well. (Buttry 1995, 163)
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It is my sincere effort to operate out of a call to reconciliation as we undertake to address the
injustice and division of congregations of the Church. “The task before us now is to consider how
we might go beyond merely coping with out condition of alienation to participating in the
transformation toward reconciliation — by reestablishing broken connections, by reuniting what
has been separated, by making at one (atonement) what was divided.” (Snyder 1988, 56) It is
Snyder who encourages us to build a better model from which to operation as a community of
faith.
In this work, the key terms “koinonia,” “people of God,” “community,” “fellowship,”
and “worship” are defined as follows. For the purpose of this project the Greek term,
“koinonia,” will be defined as the participating and sharing in the community. (Hutabarat 1993,
257) This study wifi limit the use and experience of koinonia to the weekly worship services of
the Wintervifie United Methodist Church. This study will steer away from applying models from
national and global gatherings based on reflections that suggest the impossibility of a top-down
example of worship that fits all congregations. Rather this work offers to test the experience of
one congregation beginning a journey ofbecoming koinonia by creating meaningful change in a
particular setting. The term “people ofGod” will be defined as the relationship ofhumanity with
God, as God has called and created us to be. This term is not an exclusive group, rather it is
ultimately inclusive by God’s grace. As Anton Houtepen states, “God gathers people to himself
as people of God, from the beginning, century after century, in his time and way, and never apart
from human faith.”(Houtepen 1984, 22) The term “fellowship” will refer to the nature ofthe
relationship present between God and the persons who gather in community with symmetry and
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rhythm, (Moltmann 1992, 227) in becoming partners in koinonia. While the modern appeal wears
thin the term “community” this study uses this term as the understanding of the beliefs,
boundaries and gatherings of that anchor a group of members to one another. (Dudly 1991, 4;
Dulles 1987, 48; Ford 1994, 95) And, the term “worship” will be defined as the actions and
reflections that make up the celebration, praise, and experience practiced on Sunday mornings as
fellowship of the people of God.
It is my assumption, that to the degree one experiences inclusive Christian fellowship,
koinonia, the more fully one comes to know God, the people of God, and one’s seW My
hypothesis is based on the assumption that worship is a moment for all people to practice our
collective and individual becoming of a fellowship with God and one another. I also assume that
my congregation wifi affirm that worship is an opportunity to practice our faith. This project asks
one ofHoward Thurman’s questions, “Is the worship of God the central and most significant act
of the human spirit?” (Thurman 1979, 144) This work will seek to answer this question with a
resounding YES! This study will also reflect upon the ability of a congregation to become a
koinonia fellowship through intensional worship.
Issues Presented by Ministry Setting
The Winterville United Methodist Church is a congregation operating without regular,
meaningful experiences of being an inclusively, connected Christian community. One evident
sign of this exclusiveness is evident in current beliefs, feelings, actions of denial-avoidance, and
prejudice assumptions about person who are ethnically different from the all white congregation.
Without participating and experiencing meaningful Christian community, koinonia, the
congregation finds the church context indistinguishable from a moral civic institution. Without
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Christian community, spiritual support, and evangelistic witness this congregation will wither
from a depravity that is only nourished through experiencing and practicing the connectedness,
inclusiveness, and belonging in the whole people of God.
Motivation to Address the Issues
Seeing the gaps in wholeness in my community and church family compel me to pursue
this dissertation. Year after year, hearing the words and seeing the dream ofDr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. unfuffilled by our country, our communities, and especially our churches motives me to
do what I can do toward the fulfilment of that dream. Upon hearing the stories ofwomen and men
whose world view is seen only through the separation created by the sin of racism limits our
ability to be in relationship together. Through healthy development of friendships with Sam
Bangura of Sierra Leone; Damon, an urban youth in a multi-cultural home, searching for
acceptance and strong heritage; Nathaniel, a homeless, alcoholic, depressed, brother in Christ;
Yvette, a honest, bitter African-American mother whose children are the same age as mine; and
Doctor ofMinistry classmates: Karin, Jessie, & Dan who have become faith partners. I realize
that I no longer want to miss the richness, questions, fellowship, and joy I have not known
because of racial prejudice. And for these reasons I hope that Wintervifle United Methodist
Church can become an “awakening church” as Branding suggests:
Although its white European American world view is still the frame of reference for
leadership and cultural context, the awakening church is definitely on the journey, will to move
out of its comfort zone of the familiar. With persistence and conunitment, the awakening church
can evolve into a congregation that is ready to redefine itself for it is beginning to see the benefits
of a broader racial and cultural perspective in its ministry and mission. (Branding 19 ,116)
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Historical Background on the Issues
As described in Acts chapter two, the church’s foundation begins in the diverse
fellowship gathered to celebrate Pentecost in Jerusalem. It is in the context of worship that the
Holy Spirit unites and connects all people with God’s Good News. The power of racism is a
spiritual sin that separates us all from salvation. It is rooted in the history of the United States, yet
it is found throughout history. But, because this study will focus on a Southern church in the
United States, the history of the church and racism in the United States will be the primary
historical context.
Personal History Concerning the Issues
Until the age of four all my friends and neighbors we racially diverse, when we moved to
Georgia in 1968 to an all white church. My father, maternal grandmother, and college campus
minister gave me strong role models of persons willing to intentionally cross racial barriers and
meet a fellow child of God, and I thank them for there foundation. While living in the South it was
not until 1990 that I regularly attend a church with any black members, and there one, lone
woman held her token role with an angry pride and bittersweet consolation. Always wondering
why churches were black or white, not until serving in Atlanta did I begin to see a congregation
willing to share gifts, power, trust, and value ofpersons genuinely without regard to a person’s
race. Again I find myself in an all white congregation that is spiritually dry and assume their
homogeneity is a significant reason for the spiritual emptiness observed. I believe there is a
meaningful connection between these two observations that I find myself empower and challenged
to address in this research with my current congregation.
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How the Issues Contributes to My Model ofMinistry
The issue of a congregation needing to become a koinonia fellowship through worship
connects with my model of ministry as a prophetic-preacher and teacher. Prophetically challenged
to call the church to become the fellowship it was created to be and is continually called to
become, is the driving call of my own ministry. The worship and fellowship of koinonia must
continually be taught and repeated. This issue will give my ministry vital tools and experience
through my preacher-teacher model.
Possible Contributions
The church is called and created to be a fellowship that transforms all of God’s people.
This study provides an opportunity to experiment with the assumption that worship is a vital and
appropriate place to practice spiritual wholeness, especially from the sin of racism? If racism is a
spiritual and social sin that prevents our wholeness with God and God’s People, as West
prophetically reminds us, “There is no escape from out interracial interdependence, yet enforced
racial hierarchy dooms us as a nation to collective paranoia and hysteria — the unmaking of any
democratic order. “ (West 1993, 8) This method and model ofpracticing koinonia as a prophetic,
preacher-teacher engages my congregation and others with the reality “that we are all just one
more sinner seeking redemption.” (Freedman 1993, 5) Racism is a sin. Racism is prejudice plus
power. (Barndt 1991, 28; Branding, 1998, 60) Therefore, racism, as a sin; is to be addressed by
the church, especially in the context ofworship. This study offers one method of reconciliation to
meaningfully address both our collective need for unity in our fellowship and know worship that
shares God’s grace and power with all the people of God as Dr Martin Luke King, Jr. suggests:
When people are mired in oppression, they realize deliverance when they have
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accumulated the power to enforce change. When they have amassed such strength,
the writing of a program becomes almost an administrative detail. It is immaterial who
presents the program; what is material is the presence of an ability to make events
happen. The powerful never lose opportunities — they remain available to them. The
powerless, on the other hand, never experience opportunity — it is always arriving at a
later time. (King 19667, 126)
PREVIOUS EFFORTS TO ADDRESS THE MINISTRY ISSUE
Davies suggests that “the doctrinal basis for the D. Mm. thesis will do one or two things;
It will either establish a frame of reference, or it wifi pose an empirical question, or both.” (Davies
1984, 73) The initial review of literature and research ofprevious efforts to address the churches
need to find unity as a partnership and fellowship in the context ofworship are well grounded in
part through many areas of the literature. Further and more in-depth research will provide an
ample basis for the implementation and reflection necessary for this project.
Normative, Empirical, and Operational Literature
Howard Thurman’s writing and model of ministry in his congregation in San Francisco
give a compelling invitation for a congregation like mine to become more fully an inclusive
koinonia fellowship. (Thurman 1979) It is Joseph Bamdt’s fable of the magic Happiness Machine
that is at the heart of this research in an attempt to add to the ending of the false sense of
happiness that the people who hold the power perceive to have and learn to let go of the control
to contribute building a new model in place of the old one. (Barndt, 1991, 1) The soul of our
collective community continues to seek reconciliation as Sowel states that “the battle for civil
rights was won, decisively, two decades ago, and the succeeding years have painfully revealed
16
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that blatant denials of civil rights were not the universal explanation of social or racial problems.”
(Sowel 1984, 139) As a congregation of those with the power and prejudice it is a problem that
my congregation is challenged to confront, dismantle and build new relationships as Foster
suggests:
When congregations embrace racial and cultural diversity, they can no longer assume
that the past shared experience of community will continue into the future. The
disruptive character ofdiversity confronts them with the recognition that community life
is always fragile and needs to be intentionally sustained and renewed. And yet in the
embracing of diversity, they also discover that it functions as a catalyst to new
possibilities in community life. (Foster, 1997, 114)
And it is Bosch that reminds us that it is Jesus who calls us to the task:
What amazes one again and again is the inclusiveness of Jesus’ mission. It embraces
both the poor and the rich, both the oppressed and the oppressor, both the sinners and
the devout. His mission is one ofdissolving alienation and breaking down walls of
hostility, of crossing boundaries between individuals and groups. (Bosch, 1991, 28)
This task is central to the life and future of the church if it is to have integrity and transforming
power. Matsuoka gives the integrated nature of who we are as a people of faith:
Woven into the fabric of Christian faith is the confession that diversity is not a curse,
not some problem to be sc~ve, but rather it is the supreme expression of the creative
spirit ofGod. god’s self-revelation in Jesus Christ brings into existence a community,
the church, which is called and empowered to witness to God’s intended wholeness for
all creation, God’s reign, which is a ‘domination-free life.’ (Matsuoka 1988, 103)
In reflection ofhis own ministry, Andrew Young summarizes the key the open hardened hearts;
“The real breakthrough to new levels of faith, mercy, and justice are revealed when the power of
God enters the human situation.” (Young 1994, 153) It is our response to that power, revealed
in the Person, God, that, “asks us to reflect on our points ofmoral anxiety along the greater arc of
an ethic of love...that invites us into an ongoing conversation about what kind of community we
are celled to be ‘in the meantime.” (Johnston 1998, 94)
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In the meantime we work to acknowledge who has the power, find ways of
relinquishing power, hear the voice to those who have been powerless, dismantle the old model
and build a new relationship of reconciliation. “The call to dismantle the powers of subordination
is also a call to envision how we will work to transform the use ofpower. (There is a distinction
that wifi help the process; it is the differentiation between power that is disabling and power that is
enabling.)” (Branding 1998, 69) One way to begin the transformation is to share many voices.
The power ofvoice is important to proclaim and to hear:
Students needs a voice to express themselves in creative, productive ways. They need a
sense ofhistory, models of successful human begins from their race and others, and
ways ofdealing with pent-up emotions resulting from living in a society that has not
valued them. Teachers who refuse to deal with this issue are leaving these students
voiceless. As opposed to majority White students, who already have these tings in
place, African American students needs structures, clarity, and a disciplined
environments. They need challenges, and teachers must maintain high standards and
expectations for them. (Beauboeuf-Lafontant and Augustine 1996, 123)
Lefty Russell also provides a helpfiul source of images for worship (Russell 1993). A key
image to be used in worship in this study is the circle as a symbol of the community and its
compassion and connectedness to one other. “The circle of care in a recreated church wifi
embrace far more diversity than we can easily image today.” (Duck 1998, x) Russell and Duck
connect with my own grandmother’s teaching ofmaking room for all people at God’s table.
The willingness to use a variety of images, senses, and methods ofdoing worship provide the
greatest opportunity for including the most people:
As a general guideline, we can say that any creative and imaginative sensory description
material that is capable of expressing joyous and affirmative feeling is substance for
celebration. Any material based in sense appeal that puts us in touch with festive and
positive emotions is suitable for use in celebration. Any material that triggers the
imaginative capacity by releasing aflirmation, hope, peace, joy, and love in core belief is
potential material for celebration. (Thomas 1997, 99)
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It is Erickson that cautions that too much change is threatening, “Participation in worship may
also be affected by church problems. Differences in preference for forms of active participation
are to found in every local congregation .These can be a source of either creative or hurtful
conflict.” (Erickson 1989, 4)
Bruce W. Fong, H. Shelton Smith, and Melva W. Costen offer thorough historical
foundations and contextual understandings of how churches have evolved through issues of
racism in the United States. (Fong 1996, Smith 1972, Costen 1993) This progression gives room
for more growth and reconciliation. G. Limouris and Nigel Wright give theological foundations
for the contemporary and historical goal ofkoinonia in life and faith ofthe church. (Limouris
1993, Wright 1994) From rich theological foundations we begin to build a sound vision of
koinonia fellowship.
By addressing the practical challenge of change that is required in the church, Sowel
cautions that transforming people and communities are necessary for existence. “People do not
change their vision of the world the way they change clothes or replace old light bulbs. But
change they must if they mean to survive.” (Sowel 1984, 140) Yet, change is possible. Reiff write
about St. Paul United Methodist Church in Atlanta, Georgia, my previous appointment, as a
congregation that in 1964 was lead by a past who proclaimed in the local paper, “Ifyour blood is
red and your skin is white, you had better begin to think about your children of the fourth
generation” has now through resurgence of grace and reconciliation thirty years later become a
renewed koinonia fellowship. (Reiff 1996, 329)
All of worship is an opportunity to build the community and to teach unity and
reconciliation as Battle review Desmond Tutu’s use ofthe whole ofthe worship service as a
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means to practice the church’s call to reconciliation. (Battle 1997, 97-119) Michael Johnston
suggests, “Bible reading is also a community activity. Like a Mendelssohn concerto, the Bible is a
piece written for full orchestra, not just solo violin. The book itsell’~ after all, is the community’s
book, and we should read it together.” (Johnston 1998) The reading of the Scriptures and
preaching are means by which the oppressed and the oppressor continue to learn of God’s self.
communication. One central implication ofthis Word of God is that it has spiritual repercussions
in all matters of life. (Battle 1997, 97)
The Biblical material that I will further research will be based on the inclusiveness of
persons, specifically as Paul writes in Galatians 3:28 describing our true relationship without
human boundaries and as Jesus commissions disciples to make disciples ofall people everywhere
in Matthew 28:19. Aghahowa suggests that worship serves as a two way conversation between
God and human beings and that worship is a fertile place for transformation. (Aghahowa 1996,
25) “Contagion for the church spreads from its members’ vibrant spirituality, which should be an
outgrowth ofworship. Members have to be excited enough about what happens in worship and
about what is happening in their own spiritual lives to invite person to church. “( Aghahowa
1996, 173)
Worship is a key place to interact with the power of God as Costen reminds us:
a community of faith that receives strength from God’s Saving power, epitomized in the
power ofthe Christ’s resurrection, can face perils and endure struggles because of the
knowledge and experience of the protective power of God. Christian worship begins,
receives impetus, and continues with God’s divine intervention and empowerment.”
(Costen 1993, 118)
Further, through even the symbols used in worship Chopp affirms that the power of our
worship symbols are to be reviewed because their meanings can change. Suggesting that
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transformation can occur if the symbols change. “Symbols, like the representation of beliefs and
actions, are open to interpretation and transformation. Just as they have no one way ofworking in
the history of Christianity, so now are they open to change and possibility. They interact with the
experience, struggles, hope, and faith ofpresent Christians. “(Chopp 1995, 85)
It is my goal to develop a group of lay members who will become the challenging and
shaping force of the worship design study. Therefore, as Weems suggests, it is vital to “choose
people who are willing to put a lot of time into creating a service ofworship, people who are
willing to study, learn and work. (Weems 1980, 148) “There are sufficient gifts in every local
congregation to do what God is caffing that congregation to do at any particular time.”
(Bauknight 1996, 68) I believe this to be true in my ministry setting and know that God will
provide. I hope they wifi accept the challenge to become a “great group” as suggested by Warren
Bennis’ model of ‘great groups’ (Bennis and Biederman 1997). The necessity of the community
being lead by those invested and connected as community in ministry beyond itself (Shawchuck &
Rath 1994) wifi be a critical factor in addressing racism in this ministry context.
Developing worship through a design team rather than one individual brings more power
to share the investment of the vision. “The synergy created by a group ofpeople thinking and
talking about a service is much greater than even the best energies of an individual.(Siewert et. al.
1998, 153) Foster describes the efforts at the Northwoods Church to form a worship committee
that was inclusive of the congregation and community that spent a significant time in study,
prayer, and fellowship to lind common ground using co-chairs, time to get acquainted, careful
bible study, planned liturgy drawing on each tradition represented in the congregations, used
members to explain and lead worship, included the congregation’s participation and effective
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evaluation. (Foster 1997, 65-7) In a complementary way, Ruth Duck offers a model for worship
design: “Prayer, Engaging the Imagination, Brain Storming, Focusing, Letting Words Flow,
Taking Time Away, Revising, Feedback.” (Duck 1995, 10-19)
These models will help structure the back bone of the formation of the worship design
team in this study. These methods helped create integrity and investment in the goal by drawing
on the strengths of each person’s diversity of tradition and experience. Bennis and Biederman,
affirms the effectiveness of this method. “Groups become great only when everyone in the them,
leaders and members alike, is free to do his or her absolute best.. .groups that change the world
have an original vision, and that is as likely to be rooted in dreams as in experience. They see the
world afresh, not necessarily the way others believe it to be.” (Bennis and Biederman 1997, xvi,
95)
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
This project operates using the method of practicing our “becoming koinonia” to motivate
the congregation with meaningful opportunities and weekly worship to experience participation
with God and all the people of God. I proposed that the combination of consistent participation
in weekly interactive models and instruments that build koinonia in the comfort and familiarity of
worship will have a transforming effect on the attitudes of persons in the congregation,
specifically measuring attitudes toward racism. I was able to draw on and use the resource of
survey questions from the General Social Survey Data and Information Retrieval System for both
surveys used in this work. (National Opinion Research Center 1999) The study will model, teach,
and call for individual and collective investment, and it will provide tangible handles to confront
racism through experiencing koinonia.
The Preliminary Survey
At the November 1998 Administrative Counsel meeting the congregation agreed to
participate in this study. In December I selected a group of fourteen members to for the design
team with regard to demographics of the congregation as well as gifts of creativity and
productivity. The committee worked in December to become oriented with the term koinonia,
and the task of the project. The team planned the first Sunday’s worship service. Eight members
became the dream team to create and design worship events and four members became the doers
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team to make the dreams come to life. Two members, one from each worship service were
instructed on how to evaluate the worship services.
On Sunday, January 3, 1999 I administered a pre-project survey which was completed by
forty two members. (Appendix B) I explained the general nature of the project and introduce the
term koinonia through my sermon, the worship liturgy, and a magnet with the words, “Koinonia:
greek: adj. 1. Sharing Worship and Fellowshz~ with All God’s people.” to put on their
refrigerator at home as a daily reminder of the term for the next six months. With some question
and apprehension the body was willing to try new was of worshiping and were willing to support
the project.
The preliminary survey was designed to measure how the members perceived the
comfort of others and their own comfort in worship as well s to measure some of there attitudes
and levels of comfort reflecting on interactions with persons who were different from themselves.
Some of the questions were designed to compare demographic information with a previous self
study of the congregation. The members were instructed to answer the questions targeted at
levels of comfort and attitudes about interacting with persons who are different from themselves
by circling a number in a range that best reflected their comfort, perceptions, and attitudes.
The Worship Teams At Work
The dreamers design team met twice each month to pray, study, brainstorm, envision,
revise the core of the music and sermon for each worship service. They used many resources to
create the most meaningful way to communicate the different aspects of a koinonia fellowship.
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At each meeting the design team prayed, studied and discussed the meaning and concept of a
koinonia fellowship. The team was given permission to try any method or resource that would
assist the congregation in understanding more fully and experiencing more clearly a koinonia
fellowship.
After the team began to realize that whatever crazy ideas that came out of their hearts
and heads received consideration they group began to feel safer in risking new ideas. It was
surprising to be the group and myself that the worship design in this format was as exciting and
rewarding in and of itself The doers, whose best gifts are getting the practical matters of
printing bulletins, arranging flowers, ordering material, finding river rocks, and finding the best
price for twenty seven dozen roses, were a bit jealous of the fun the design team expressed, but
enjoyed seeing the services come together each week.
During each Sunday worship service during the next six months included the intentional
use of scripture, hands-on object lessons, flowers, rocks, litanies, hymns, secular songs from the
radio, creative-teaching moments, and sermons intentionally crafted with great direction, pray,
thought, and study with the design team. The persons evaluating the service were given an
standard evaluation form, (Appendix C) and we asked to report basic information that we
returned to the design and doer teams as needed. These worship services developed and
implemented by the worship design committee were reviewed by a pier consultation group. This
group consisted of four other clergy and myself These pastors were Dr. James Washington of the
New Grove Baptist Church, a predominately Aflican American congregation; Rev. Tommy
Cowart, pastor and founder ofhis independent ministry, Family Praise and Worship, a eighty
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person white and twenty percent African American membership, Rev. Rebecca Hoims, pastor of
the Carnesville United Methodist, and Rev. Rick Standard of the Winterville First Baptist Church.
As a whole the worship services achieved there own goals through the evaluations
process. The theme was printed in the weekly bulletins, stated at least twice in the sermons,
repeated in the music of the day and generally acted out thorugh the object lesson or children’s
message time at each service.
The worship team developed creative, koinonia focused worship for each Sunday using
a model of prayer, study, reflection, feedback, brainstorming, designing, implementing, and
evaluation to twenty seven worship settings. (Appendix D) Each event was an opportunity to
hear, proclaim, and experience more fully a koinonia fellowship. Scripture was selected, studied,
and shared that taught and revealed the koinonia experience. The faith stories ofmembers were
woven into the sermon as testimonies and illustrations for the whole community. Services began
with a statement of the theme and an affirmation ofbeing a koinonia people. Hymns were selected
and used to teach and experience. The congregation was given multiple opportunities to give
offerings of gifts, Christian service, and faith-sharing. Members were given objects to keep are
reminders of the community, items to share and invite others to join the fellowship, and images to
carry in their spirits.
The most well received service was the “Rose Sunday” February 28, 1999. The
sanctuary was filled with three hundred and twenty four roses, about three roses per person. At
three points during the sermon,, congregants were invited to pick out a favorite rose. After
selecting the most beautiful rose they were asked to give that rose away to someone in the
sanctuary as a sacrificial gift of love. At the mid point of the sermon, members were invited to
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select a second rose, with the invitation to give it as a gift of friendship and fellowship to a
different person than the first. Finally at the conclusion of the service, the members were given an
opportunity to select a third rose with the invitation to keep one and give two away within the
hour as sharing of God’s love with those outside the church. The reports of neighbors,
waitresses, cashiers, strangers, and shut-ins were blessed with signs by the people of God through
out Winterville, Georgia.
The most risky idea from the design team was not included in one of the worship services
during the project. The concept was to model three conversations between two people. One
character was black the other character was white. The first scenario was for the two characters
to passing on the street saying nothing aloud, but having a their true thoughts spoken aloud. The
second scenario was for the two to pass and say polite greeting, but have their true fear and
anxieties spoken aloud. Finally, the two characters meet and model a conversation of koinonia
fellowship, sharing genuine interest, compassion, and grace for one another. The team liked the
idea but no one wanted to act it out. And they reported that they estimated that the congregation
would think it too different to do a drama or too risky to speak the words out loud. While I was
personally disappointed they would not try. My judgement was to hear their uncertainty to press
too far, too soon.
The primary complaint in the evaluation loop was directed the increased number ofnew
hymns being used in worship. The inclusion ofmore new hymns was necessary for two primary
reasons, first the newer hymn communicated the theme of inclusiveness and diversity more clearly
than the old favorites and the intentional task of learning something new each week in worship
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modeled first hand participants having the opportunity to use worship as a time for learning rather
than only rehearsing old embedded themes and messages.
Finally, a byproduct of the project was to have visitors join us for worship that were
African American and Hispanic, which the congregation greeted warmly. A secondary byproduct
was the congregation was more willing to participate in worship with their attendance, financial
support, their knowledge ofnew hymns and songs, their willingness to try new ways of
experiencing community in worship, and their positive conversations about the church in general.
A third identified by product was a wonderful growth in membership during the project.
Seventeen new members, including two professions of faith, joined the congregation during this
time, not including the confirmation class. This is largest number ofmembers to join the church in
a one year period in sixteen years. The practice ofbeing a koinonia fellowship is clearly
something that God blesses and members find inviting.
The Post Project Survey
At the end of the service on June 27, 1999 the service concluded with members having
the opportunity to complete the post project survey. (Appendix E) Forty five members completed
the post project survey to conclude the project. I thanked them for there support and willingness
to explore this study. I invited them to continue to be a koinonia fellowship even though the
project would be concluded.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I chose not to total the preliminary summary data prior to the conclusion of the project
so as not to influence the process. So after complete both surveys I compiled the data from this
project. The following questions were asked of the respondents on both surveys:
Using a rating scale of 1 for very likely to invite, 2 for most likely wifi invite, 3 for not
likely to invite and 4 for will not invite, I asked, How likely are you to invited someone to worship
at Winterville United Methodist Church who is a family members, a neighbor~ a co-worker~ and
a stranger. On average the respondents reported the following:
Pre Post Difference
Family Member 1.55 1.50 0.05
Neighbor 1.69 1.83 0.14
Co-worker 2.21 2.2 0.01
Stranger 2.39 2.38 0.01
From these responses I conclude that on average there is a general willingness to invite family
members and neighbors to worship and they are least willing to invite a stranger. It is interesting
that after the project they reported a slight increased willingness to invite a neighbor.
Using a rating scale of 1 for very uncomfortable, 2 for somewhat uncomfortable, 3 for
somewhat comfortable, and 4 for very comfortable, I asked, How comfortable would a visitor feel
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at Winterville United Methodist Church who is a person of obvious poverty, a person physically
challenged, or a person of a different culture or ethnic group. On average the respondents
reported the following:
Pre Post Difference
Person ofPoverty 2.63 2.91 0.28
Physically Challenged 2.93 3.18 0.25
Different Ethnic/Culture 2.55 2.93 0.38
Based on these responses I conclude that the members’ perception of comfort for visitors is nearly
split between somewhat comfortable and somewhat uncomfortable. It is interesting that the
greater perceived discomfort is for persons who are physically challenged. This may be true
because our access ramp has been under re-construction and the building not generally accessible
based on the current building code.
Again, using a rating scale of 1 for very uncomfortable, 2 for somewhat uncomfortable,
3 for somewhat comfortable, and 4 for very comfortable, I asked, How comfortable would the
respondent would feel seated in worship next to a person ofobvious poverty, a person physically
challenged, or a person of a different culture or ethnic group. On average the respondents
reported the following:
Pre Post Dif
Person ofPoverty 3.25 2.69 0.56
Physically Challenged 3.32 3.15 0.17
Different Ethnic/Culture 3.32 3.07 0.25
It is interesting that when asked about their own feeling they report that are more than somewhat
comfortable with persons who are different from themselves, yet they perceive that those same
persons would be significantly less comfortable around them. I would interpret this difference is
an indicator of two dynamic factors, the congregation’s limited experience actually dealing with
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those who are different in worship and a desire to report an affinning response in the survey
process would account for the difference. From that I conclude that visitors are likely to feel less
comfortable than the members would want them to feel. I will affirm that the difference indicates
the members acknowledge that their goal is to be more inclusive and accepting, even though there
is much room for improvement.
Finally in the series of comfort at church, using a rating scale of 1 for very
uncomfortable, 2 for somewhat uncomfortable, 3 for somewhat comfortable, and 4 for very
comfortable, I asked how comfortable would the respondent feel if a visitor attended their Sunday
School class who was a person of obvious poverty, a person physically challenged, or a person of
a different culture or ethnic group. On average the respondents reported the following:
Pre Post Dif
Person ofPoverty 3.17 3.08 0.09
Physically Challenged 3.21 3.13 0.08
Different Ethnic/Culture 3.16 3.00 0.16
I would conclude that the members indicated a very minimal increase of comfort being with
persons who are different from themselves after participating in the project. While the change is
minimal it is after all a change in a more inclusive direction.
I used the following to general measurement of trust to observe the a basic degree of
trust of people in the community. Trust is vital to the nature of a koinonia fellowship and for the
for the community at large. Using a rating scale to measure the members trust ofdifferent groups
of people by indicating a 1 for trust of most people of that group, 2 for trust of some people in
that group, and 3 for no trust of that group ofpeople.




White 1.5 1.68 0.18
Black 1.73 1.76 0.03
Hispanic 1.71 1.76 0.05
Asian 1.76 1.84 0.08
I conclude that the respondents report that most of the time they trust some people. There was
more trust of white people. Trust of people who are different appears to be at a similar from
group to group. The more interesting finding is that after participating in the project, they report
to be somewhat less trusting in general. This is likely a result of an increased awareness of the
community being dissimilar from their previous image of the community.
Using a rating scale to measure the likeliness of respondents to change their opinions on
race relations where 1 is very likely to change, 2 somewhat likely to change, 3 somewhat unlikely
to change, 4. very unlikely, on average the respondents reported the following:
Pre Post Dif
Very likely to change 0.05 .05 0.00
Somewhat likely 0.43 .41 0.02
Somewhat unlikely 0.17 .32 0.15
Very unlikely 0.36 .22 0.14
The finding here are very interesting. Those who said they were more likely to change did not
change and conversely those who reported they were less like to change did change. I conclude
that participation in the project increased their willingness to consider being more inclusive.
Using a rating scale to measure the objection of the members by a family member
bringing a guest home for dinner from different groups ofpeople by indicating a 1 object strongly,
2 object mildly, and 3 for no objection at all.




Object 0.11 0.13 0.02
Mildly 0.17 0.02 0.15
Not at All 0.72 0.67 0.05
I observed that more respondents that previously had no objection at all now mildly object to have
a guest who is black for dinner. From this I conclude that while respondent may feel more
comfortable with people who are different from themselves in worship, the continue to be
somewhat less comfortable being open to interpersonal relationship with persons who are black in
more personal or intimate settings such as one dinner table.
Again, using a rating scale to measure the comfort of the members if a family member
were planning to married a person from different groups: white, black, Asian, Hispanic by
indicating a 1 if very uneasy, 2 if somewhat uneasy, and 3 if not uneasy at all. When asked how
easy they would feel, on average the respondents reported the following:
Pre Post Dif
White 2.83 1.68 1.15
Black 1.68 1.76 0.08
Asian 2.05 1.76 0.29
Hispanic 2.02 1.84 0.18
After participating in the study there is a general uneasiness about family members getting
married. I conclude that the general shift in uneasiness reflects a new awareness that family
member might actually select a spouse outside their own homogenous group.
Finally, using a rating scale to measure the perceived ethnic demographics of the larger
community where 1 indicates less than five hundred residents, 2 indicates between five hundred
and a thousand residents, 3 indicates from one to two thousand residents and 4 indicates more
than two thousand residents. When asked, How many non-white residents do you perceive live in
the Winterville community, on average the respondents reported the following:
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Pre <500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
Black 0.35 0.43 0.23 0
Hispanic 0.82 0.16 0 0.03
Asian 0.85 0.13 0 0.03
Post <500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
Black 0.03 0.75 0.09 0.13
Hispanic 0.59 0.31 0.10 0.00
Asian 0.89 0.07 0.04 0.00
Dif <500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
Black -0.32 0.32 -0.14 0.13
Hispanic -0.13 0.15 0.10 -0.03
Asian 0.04 -0.06 0.04 -0.03
Finally, I conclusion that the respondents’ perceptions of community diversity increased after
participating in the project. While their projections do not match the reported data from the
Percept Group, Inc. study (Appendix A) where the actual number of ethnic residents in the larger
community were Black 13, 816; Hispanic749; and Asian 1,205, the respondents have begun to see
the community as more diverse. Individually and collectively the responses to these questions
provide the crucial data for measuring the changes ofperceptions and attitudes of the
congregation of this study.
Summary of Findings
Over all I conclude that intentionally practicing “becoming koinonia” can motivate a
congregation through meaningful opportunities and weekly worship toward experiencing
participation in community with God and all the people of God. And I further conclude that the
consistent participation in weekly interactive models, developed by an inclusively driven worship
team, builds a greater experience of koinonia comfort in the context ofworship transforming the
attitudes of persons in the congregation in general and specifically toward attitudes of racism.
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I base these conclusions on the observations that following participation in this project the
members increased their willingness to invite and include others in worship even though they may
not currently feel as welcome as they might in the future. I find that while the members began to
question the trustworthiness of others, they were willing to struggle with the real call ofbeing a
more inclusive people. If this struggle is unchallenged then a false sense of trust exists and
exclusiveness will continue.
One of the most promising indications of the effect of koinonia fellowship and transformation
is seen in those who reported they were less like to change their views on race relations who did
indicate an increased willingness to change their views. Finally, the awareness of the current
diversity oftheir environment increase toward the actual make up of the community. For these
reasons I believe that both the Winterville United Methodist Church and I have learn a great deal
about the practical application ofbecome more fully a koinonia fellowship and there by more full
the people God calls and creates us to be.
Recommendations for Future Study
As embedded beliefs and core attitudes are learned over a life time, six months is a short
span of time to anticipate great change in a congregation. it is my assumption that the six month
length of the project accounts for the minimal increases levels of comfort and acceptance by the
respondents. I would hope that future studies would continue the process for an extended
number of years would see dramatic changes in the members levels of comfort and attitudes of
acceptance.
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Secondly, I would recommend a more detailed instrument be used in the evaluation process.
The more information requested from those who evaluate the more data the designers and doers
would have to learn from past experiments.
Finally, if the project were to be conducted over a longer period of time I would hope that
the facilitator of the project would press to worship team to progressively take more risks. While
the design team was wonderfully creative in their ideas for communicating the theme of koinonia,
they were not always willing to risk confionting the tough issues. I would encourage future
worship teams to cross the line of comfort themselves and not second guess or protect the
congregation for the risk and discomfort of change.
APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
ReVision Demographic Study, Percept Group, Inc of Costa Mesa, California
Wintervifie United Methodist Church.
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Number Percent Number Percent
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1980 1990 1998 2003
Census Census Update Projection
A Indicates a consistent upward trend
. Indicates a consistent downward trend
A Populaton 43,043 50,374 54,391 58,575
Population CThange 7,331 4,017 4.184
Percentage Change 17.9% 8.0% 7,7%
Average Annual Growth Rate 1.7% 1.0% 1.5%
A Density(Pvp.pereqtwen~e) 381 445 481 518
~
A Housthok~ 13,805 17,872 20,805 22,605
Household Change 4,067 2,933 1,800
Percentage Change 29.5% 16.4% 8.7%
i AverageAnnualGrowth Rate 2.9% 2.1% 1.7%
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~ Indicates a consistent upward trend Census Update Prolectian
Indicates a consistent downward trend Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
~ si5o,~more 53 0.3% 268 1.3% 563 2.5%
A $100~000to$150,000 269 1.5% 787 3.8% 1,239 5.5%
A~$100,000 474 2.7% 845 4.1% 1,125 5.0%
~oto$75,O0O 1,449 8.1% 2,320 11.2% 2,874 12.7%
$35,000 to $50,000 2,314 12.9% 2,746 13.2% 2.894 12.8%
i $25.000toS35.000 2,467 13.8% 2,520 12.1% 2.463 10.9%
i $15,000toS25.000 3,641 20.4% 4,000 19.2% 4,018 17.8%
i $5,000to 315.000 4,654 26.0% ‘ 4,796 23.1% 4.855 21.5%
i UnderS5.000 2.483 13.9% 2,522 12.1% 2.574 11.4%
POPULADON BY PHASE OF LIFE
i BetoreFocmalSchoOhflg(AgeO-4) 3.176 6.3% 3.247 6.0% 3.203 5.5%
Required Formal Schooling (5-17) 7,295 14.5% 8,614 15.8% 9,176 15.7%
coliegeYears.CareerStarts(18-24) 15,525 30.8% 14,784 27.2% 16,466 28.1%
SinglesandYoungFamlieS(25-34) 8.495 16.9% 7,980 14.7% 7,427 12.7%
A Fanilies,EmptyNet~t~(3S’5~ 9,593 19.0% 12,442 22.9% 13,636 23.3%
A~ 2,779 5.5% 3,249 6.0% 4,204 7.2%
A R~remet~Oppo~tfl~(65+) 3,513 7.0% 4,075 7.5% 4,462 7.6%
POP(DIllON BY AGE (DETAti.)
i Under5years 3.176 6.3% 3,247 6.0% 3,203 5.5%
Sto9years 2,883 5.7% 3,458 6.4% 3.583 6,1%
A lotol4yearS 2,759 5.5% 3,205 5.9% 3,581 6.1%
15 to 17 yearS 1,653 3.3% 1,951 3.6% 2,012 3.4%
l8to2oyears 8,224 16.3% 7,891 14.5% 8,828 15.1%
211024 years 7,301 14.5% 6,893 12.7% 7,638 13.0%
251o29years 4,719 9.4% 4,097 7.5% 3,721 6.4%
30 to 34 years 3.776 7.5% 3,883 7.1% 3.706 6.3%
35lo39yearS 3.118 6.2% 3,749 6.9% 3.598 6.1%
40 to 44 yearS 2,755 5.5% 3,286 6.0% 3,524 6.0%
A 45to49years 2,064 4.1% 2,902 5.3% 3,334 5.7%
A 50to54~ 1,656 3.3% 2,505 4.6% 3,180 5.4%
~ 55to59yeaS 1,490 3.0% 1,942 3.6% 2,642 4.5%
60 to 64 years 1,289 2.6% 1,307 2.4% 1,562 2.7%
65 to 69 years 1.166 2.3% 1,246 2.3% 1,284 2.2%
7Olo74years 949 1.9% 1,118 2.1% 1,173 2.0%
A 75to84 yeats 1,137 2.3% 1,355 2.5% 1,574 2.7%
A 85ormoreyea’S 261 0.5% 356 0.7% 431 0.7%
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i DivorcedlWidowed 1,848 9.4% 12.0% 79
MUUY1ThUCTh~.
Households By Type 17,872
2,248 12.6% 10.0% 128
Single Female 2,664 14.9% 14.5% 102
i MarriedCoUple 7,119 39.8% 55.1% 72
Other Famliy- Mae I-lead ol Household 580 3.2% 3.4% 95
A oeeHeaddHousehoid 2,621 14.7% 11.6% 126
~ 1,425 8.0% 3.2% 250
A NiFam1y~m~eHeaddHOtISthC~d 1,216 6.8% 2.1% 327
Households With Children 0 to 18 5746
MarriedCoupleFarTltty 3,516 61.2% 73.3% 83
Other Family- Male Head of Household 263 4.6% 4.8% 95
A O~~OU~1~ 1,904 33.1% 20.8% 159
64 1.1% 1.0% 108
Population By Household Type 50,374
Family HousehOlds 32228 64.0% 83.7% 76
A NcmF iyH holds 11,579 23.0% 13.6% 169
~ Groi~Ouau~’$ 6,566 13.0% 2.7% 484





Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 W~iecleUr~edMethxi~Chtich
Date: 419198 101 PaewR~d
IJescr~tlon Study Area
A ndicat5s the study area percentage is more than 1.2 timeS the U.S. average wumx~ Percent













Population In Group Quarters By Type 6,566
~ InstitutionS 379 5.8% 49.8%
A Cck9~ DOflfl 6,167 93.9% 29.2%
i Military 0 0.0% 8.8%
i ShekerlStreet 7 0.1% 3.4%
t Other 14 0.2% 8.8%
Population By Race/Ethnicity 50.374
White (Non-HispanIc) 34.604 68.7% 75.6% 91
~ Akicamerican(NOM*S(~ 13,817 27.4% 11.7% 233
~ HisparilclLaitno 748 1.5% 9.0% 17
L Native Amencan (Non-HiSp) 66 0.1% 0.7% 18
Asian (Non-Hisp) 1,102 2.2% 2.7% 82
~ Paciftctsiander(NOfl-H~P) 10 0.0% 0.1% 14
i OtherRaces(NOfrHISP) 28 0.1% 0.1% 55
AsianPopulatlonByRaCe 1,115
~ Cl*~ese 409 36.7% . 23.8% 154
i Japanese 86 7.7% 12.3% 63
194 17.4% 11.8% 147
~ Kuean 259 23.2% 11.6% 201
t Vietnamese 19 1.7% 8.9% 19
~ OtherAsian Races 148 13.3% 31.7% 42
Hispanic/Latino Population By Race 1 748
A Wh~ 488 68.2% 51.7% 126
A Alrican.AmetiCafl 42 5.6% 3.4% 163
A Natve An-jeetcan 8 1.1% 0.7% 144
A Asian 13 1.7% 1.4% 127
~ Other Races 197 26.3% 42.7% 62
Hispanicil.atino Population By Origin
t Mexican 254 34.0% 60.4% 56
Puerto Rican 101 13.5% 12.2% 111
Cuban 36 4.8% 4.7% 103




Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 Wrter~e Lk~t Methodist Chudi Study P’ea De{a~on:
Date: 4I9~8 101 ParkvieR,ad 6.0 MIle Hac~us
-~
Description Study Axea U.S.
a indicates the study area percentage is mere than 1.2 times the U.S. average N~ber Percent
indicates the study area percentage is tess than 0.8 ttinas the U.S. average Average Index
EDUCATIOW
Population By School Enrollment (Age 3 and over) 48,328
Pre.Pranary(Pubbc) 613 1:3% 1.1% 113
~Pre-Pr~ary (Private) 246 0.5% 0.8% 66
EIementar/H~hSchool(Ptiic) 6,510 13.5% 16.1% 83
Elementary/High School (Private) 298 0.6% 1.8% 35
~ ErwofledmCokge 14,672 30.4% 7.5% 403
Not Enrolled m School 25,988 53.8% 72J% 74
Population By Education Completed (Age 25 and over) 24,356
Elementary (Less than 9 years) 2,874 11.8% 10.4% 114
SemeHi~SotiooI(9to 11 years) 3,925 16.1% 14.4% 112
HighSdtoclGraduate(l2years) 6,259 25.7% 30.0% 86
SomeCollege(l3tol5years) 2,905 11.9% 18.7% 64
Associate De~ee 904 3.7%, 6.2% 60
~ Bachelor’s Deg’ee 3,858 15.8% 13.1% 121
3,632 14.9% 7.2% 206
Population By Occupation Type (Age 15 and over) 23,393
TOTAL V/HIrE COIJ..AR 13,511 57.8% 58.1% 99
i Executive and Managerial 1.978 8.5% 12.3% 69
Probssioni Specialty 4,497 19.2% 14.1%
~ Techr~~iS~port 1.088 4.7% 3.7% 126
Sales 2,524 10.8% 11.8% 92
Administrative Support & Clerical 3.424 14.6% 16.3% 90
TOTALBWECOLLAR 9,880 42.2% 41.9% 101
A ServicePrivaleHousehclcle 146 0.6% 0.5% 139
Service: Protective 434 1.9% 1.7% 108
Service:Other 2,979 12.7% 11.0% 115
Fanning, Forestry & Fishing 484 2.1% 2.5% 84
PrectsionProductionandCralt . 2,107 9.0% 11,3% 80
Operators and Assemblers 1,717 7.3% 6.8% 107
Transportatii~ and Material Moving 938 4.0% 4.1% 98
Laborers 1,075 4.6% 3.9% 116
(800) *42-6277 vu’ © 180648 Perca$ Breap, mc. Page 5
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PreperedFor
Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 Wjileriile UnttedM~odstChtich Study Area Defr~tion:





Please see acconrpanyetg guide I~r a complete de cripl,on Of each segment
Groups are sorted by number 01 households in study area
3 YoungAnd Coming(8~ iai3. is~ 19,34.37,39atd47)
6 Ethnic And Urban Diversity ~ ~, ae, 40, 41, 42. 43, 44,45.46 and 46)
4 RuratFamilles(27.26,.35and38)
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No. Segments are Soled by number of households in the study area.
38 Rural Wodung Families
34 College and Career Starters
‘7 University Life
8 Rising Potential Professionals
45 Struggbng Urban Diversity
40 Surviving Urban Diversity
42 Laboring Rural Diversity
6 Prosperous New Country Families
25 Working Country Consumers
35 Laboring Country Fanvites
28 Building Country Famihes
24 Metro Mtdh-EttmiC Diversity
48 Strug~ing Urban Life
46 Strugging Black Households
43 Laboring Urban Diversity
18 Working Urban Families
39 New Beginning Urbaniles
23 Estabkshed Empty-Neslers
















































Date: 419198 101 Patkview Rued













No. Segments are sorted by nunter of households n the study aroa.
27 Country Family Diversity
19 Educated and Promising
22 Mature and Established
20 Cautious and Mature
44 Laboring Urban Life
31 Mature Country Families
7 ProsperouS and Mature
4 Educated Mid-Life Famifles
33 Laboring Rural Families
49 Exception Households
30 Urban Senior Life
21 Mature and Stable
26 Working Suburban Families
15 Reisble Young Starters
14 Secure Mid-Life Families
10 Subuiban Mid-life Families
9 Educated Working Families
11 YoungSubvrban Families
12 Educated New Starters
5 Prosperous Diversity
17 Large Young Families
3 Mid-Life Prosperity
32 Working Urban Life
41 Struggling Hispanic Households
36 Working Diverse tirbanites
1 Traditional Affluent Families
2 Professional Affluent Families
13 Affluent Educated Urbanites

























































































CoordinateS: 33:56.02 63:16.73 WrteMle Ikited Methodist Chuidi Study Area De1iiit~i:
Date: 419198 101 Paiiriiew Road 6.0 MIle Radius
Dewtptlen U.S.
* indicates the study area percentage is mare than 1.1 times the u.s. average Shidy Aria U.S. Awraga Comparatln
I indicates the study area percentage is less than 0.9 times the u.s. average Index
Estimated 1998 Households Likely to Be:
Str~ykwotvedwithThek Faith 32.2% 32.2% 100
Somewhat Involved with Their Faith 32.0% 30.0% 107
Not Involved with Their Faith 35.3% 37.9% 93
Estimated 1998 Households Ukety to Have:
Increased Thek Involvement w#h Thek Faith m the Last 10 ~ars 19.0% 19.7% 97
Decreased Their Involvement wth Thek Faith in the Last 10 ‘~b~ 31.3% 30.1% 104
HEUSHIUS Pi~EEfiENCE UHIICATOR
Estimated 1998 Households Likely to Preter
A 0.9% 0.6% 160
A 24.2% 14.7% 165
Cathotc 13.7% 22.7% 60
i cangregationai 1.0% 2.3% 45
Eastern Religions (Bud VIlIndLilShWito/lslam) 0.5% 0.5% 104
~ 3.3% 3.0% 111
~ Hotness 12% 0.8% 160
A ~W)0.eh~swimesses . 1.0% 0.9% 116
* ,kic~sni 4.6% 3.7% 124
Lutheran 32% 6.9% 46
A Methodist 14.0% 9.9% 141
Momion 1.0% 1.6% 63
0.4% 0.8% 52
Non Denornirialional/Indepersient 6.4% 7.5% 86
i Orthodox 0.2% 0.3% 59
PenfecostaT 2.1% 2.1% 97
~ p~,iWlariIRe4orrned 5.2% 4.3% 121
A Unketen!Uiie~st 1.0% 0.8% 124
thterested but No Prelerence 5.0% 5.6% 89
NottnterestedandNoPreterence 11.4% 11.1% 1(13
A LflaIytoectdThefrrehrencerntteL~t10ye~s 19.7% 16.5% 119
LEADERSHIP PREFERENCE INDICATOR
Estimated 1998 Households Likely to Prefer A Leader Who:
Telis them what to do 4.0% 4.1% 98
Lets them do what they want and is supporho 10.9% 11.6% 94
A~ 5.4% 4.7% 115
WodcswiththemeCid~1gwtlattodoandhe~sthemdoit 79.7% 79.6% 100






Coorthnales: 33:58.02 83:16.73 Wrder~e Lkited Methodist Chuch Study Area Delai*on
Date: 4/9(98 101 Partrview Road 6.0 MIle Radkis
~GA30
Description U.S.
Indicates the study area percentage is more Sian 1.1 lanes the u.s. average Skidy Atea U.S. Avera#e Comparative
Indicates the study area percentage is less than 0.9 times the U.S. average Index
PfflMW:CUIICERII flIDICATOfi
Estimated 1998 Households Likely to Be Primarily Concerned With:
THE B4SICS:
Matntan*g Personal Heath 37.6% 37.4% 100
Finding/Providing Health lnswence 36.1% 35.6% 101
Day-to-Day Fmancial Womes 33.8% 33.7% 100
i Fin~ig Emplo~mentOppot1unhies . 15.0% 17.0% 89
Finding Affordable Housing 11.9% 11.7% 102
* Povir*igAdeqtFood 9.3% 7.4% 125
Finding Child Care 5.8% 6.0% 96
FAMILY PROBLEMS:
Dealing WrthAlcohoilDrugAbuse 19.5% 20.9% 93
Dealing With Teen? Child Problems 19.3% 18.8% 102
Finding/Providing Aging Parent Care 12.6% 13.8% 92
Dea~g With Abusive Re1afionsh~s 10.8% 10.4% 104
Dea~ig With Divorce 3.5% 3.4% 104
COMMUNITY PROBLEMS:
Neigitborhood Crime and Safely 36.9% 34.4% 107
Finding/Providing Good Schools 21.5% 23.3% 92
Dea~igwithProb1emsmSchoo1s 18.3% 17.0% 107
~ Deelr~gWthP.aci~/9iwdcPr4t&e 18.1% 15.5% 117
Dealing With Neighborhood Gangs 9.7% 15.6% 62
~ De~ngwlthSocialkijus~ce 15.6% 13.0% 120
HOPES AND DREAMS:
Achieving Long-term Financial Security 47.0% 51.1% 92
iFindingTitneferRecreation/Leisure 20.9% 24.1% 87
~ RndingBet~rOu~yHe~thcae 25.0% 22.2% 113
FindingASaltsfyingJob/Career 16.3% 18.0% 90
Finding Retirement Opporlwtilies 15.2% 17.8% 85
AchievingAFulfiling Marriage 16.9% 17.7% 95
DevelopntgParentingSldls 13.5% 13.4% 100
*AdievkigEdiici0t~ecdves 11.0% 7.3% 150
SPIRITUAL IPERSONAL:
Dealing With Stress 23.1% 27.6% 84
Find gGon1parlio1~h~, 142% 14.5% 98
~ FlndingAGoodCtuth 16.9% 13.8% 123
~ RdngSiritiTe~ng 13.4% 11.1% 122
FindingLieDirection 10.5% 10.1% 104




ReVision 198 The Commumly
‘WhulSoutthete?’
~edFo~
Coordinates: 33:56.02 83:16.73 Wiritervile Urited Methodist Chtzch Study Area Definition:
Date: 419/98 101 Parkvie.s’ Road 6.0 Mile Racgus
Description U.S.
* indicates the stuciy area percentage is rrv.~re than 1.1 times the u.s. average S~idy Area U.S. Average Comp~at1ve
indicates the study area percentage is less than 0.9 times the U.S. average hitleX
kEY VALUES IHOICATOR
Estimated 1998 Households Likely to Agree With the Following Statements:
GOD:
Ybetieve there isaGod” 85.6% 84.3% 102
“God is actively involved in the world including nations and their governments” 64.6% 63.6% 102
soCIErY~
it is important to preserve the traditional Amecioan family structure” 89.1% 91.4% 97
“A healthy environment has become a national citsis” 82.7% 83.0% 100
“Public education is essential to the future of American society” 93.7% 93.9% 100
INSTITUTiONAL ROLES:
“Government shoukl be the primary provider of human welfare services” 5 1.8% 50.3% 103
“The role ol Churches I Syeagogues is to help form and support moral values” 79.8% 81.0% 99
“Churches and rekgious organizations should provide more human services” 63.1% 62.7% 101
RACIAL/ETHNIC CH4NGE~
“The United Stales must open its doors to at people ~oups” 38.0% 36.2% 105
“The changing racial I ethnle face of America is a threat to our national heritage” 33.5% 36.4% 92
HOUSEHOLD CONTRIBUTION INDICATOR
Estimated 1998 Households Likely to Contribute:
10 CHURCHES AND RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS:
More than $100 per year 57.1% 593% 96
More than $500 per year 28.6% 30.9% 93
More than $1,000 peryear 16.1% 17.2% 94
70 CHARmES:
More than$l00peryear 31.1% 33.8% 92
i More than $500 per year 5.7% 6.6% 86
More than SI 000 per year 1.7% 2.2% 77
70 COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES:
Morethan$loOperyear 16.2% 15.7% 103
More than $500 per year 3.8% 4.2% 90
Morethanl.000peryear 1.6% 2.1% 76






Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 Wrtter~4le Urged Methodist Ctuctt Study Area Deilloition:
Date: 4/9198 101 Padview Road 6.0 Mile Radius
Yb~e1v~e, GA 30683
Description U.S.
Indicates the study area percentage is mora than 1.1 times the U.S. average Study Atea U.S. Average Comparative
rrdrcateS the study area percentage is less than 0.9 times the U.S. average Index
CHURCH PROGRAM PREFERENCE INDICATOR
Estimated 1998 Households If Looking br a New Church Ukely to Express as Most Important:
SPIRITUAL. DEVELOPMENT
A~ 46.9% 41.7% 113
Ar~slt Theological Discussion Groups 25.1% 24.0% 104
Spiritual Retreats 10.2% 11.2% 91
PERSONAL DEVELOPMEN7~
Mamage ErwichmentOppotttmities 11.9% 12.5% 95
ParentTrairitngProgtams 8.4% 9.1%
Twelve Step Programs 2.8% 3.6% 76
Divorce Recovery 1.8% 2.0% 94
COMMUNITY/SOCIAL SERVICES:
onlorFamilyCotziselti~tg 27.2% 26.3% 103
A CsetcitheTelmralYl 17.3% 15.6% 111
i Food and ClothIng Resources 8.4% 9.9% 85
A DayCareSen6ces 6.8% 6.6% 132
Church Sponsored Day-School 5.5% 6.0% 91
RECREATiON:
Yoi4h Social Programs 35.5% 36.2% 98
Family Activities and OutIngs 32.6% 33.5% 97
Active RetWement Programs 23.4% 25.0% 94
Cultural Programs (Music. Drama, Art) 17.2% 17.0% 102
Sportsor Camping 6.8% 6.2% 109
SUMMARY
SpWltual Development Index 1071
Personal Development Index 91
Conimunity/Social Services Index 104
Recreation Index 98





Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 Wrten~e Utited Metho~ChLJdi Study Area Defrition:
Date: 4/9198 101 Paskv~w Fked 6.0 MIle Radius
--.---
Dsscdptian U.S.
Indicates the study aiea p rcantage is morn than 1.1 times the u.s. average Sludi Area U.S. Anran Conma~atI,e
Indicates the study aces percentage is less than 0.9 times Sm as. avnrsne Index
WORSHIP STYLE INDICATOR
Estimated 1998 Households Likely to Prefer Church Worship which is:
PART 1:
A. Emotionally ~ 25.6% 26.3% 97
8. ~ectuatiy Chalengâig 13.6% 12.9% 106
C. Both A and 8 45.0% 45.0% 100
D.NoPrNolIfltereSted 15.4% 15.9% 97
PART 2:
A. TradlionaVFormaLVeremonlel 19.5% 21.5% 91
8.Contemporai~lflfGflflal 31.5% 30.1% 105
C. Both A and B 26.9% 28.2% 95
0. No Preterertce or Not Interested 21.7% 20.2% 107
MUSIC STYLE INDICATOR
Esthitated 1998 Households Likely to Prefer Church Music which Is:
PART 1:
A.Tradiuional 31.3% 30.5% 103
8. ContemporarY 18.4% 18.3% 100
C. Both A and B 33.0% 34.7% 95
D. No Prelerence or Not Interested 16.9% 16.6% 102
P.4RT2:
A. Pedormed by Others 19.4% 18.9% 102
B. participatory 21.1% 24.7% 85
C.BothAandB 38.4% 36.3% 106
D. No PreterenceOr Not Interested 20.8% 20.0% 104






Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 Wrlerv5e edMek~tChiath Study Area DefIni~oft
Date: 419198 101 P~fl~VEwR0ed 6.0 W)e Radius
Dascdptlen U.S.
~ indicates the study area percentage is more than 1.1 hees the u.s. average Skid~ Am U.S. Aurage ComparaUee
ind4cales the ~t.4s~ ~ is less than 09 times the U.S. average htdeX
________________ —— -. MISSION EMPHASIS INDICATOR
Estimated 1996 Households Likely to Prefer Church hwdvement and Mission Emphasis Focused On:
PART 1:
A.Cornmunity 21.1% 25.2% 84
Aap1~S~D%el~me~ 16.1% 14.3% 113
C. Both A and B 41.6% 41.4% 100
D.NoPTeferefle0rN0{Inte~eSted 20.9% 19.1% 109
PART 2:
A. Githal Mission 5.8% 6.8% 86
B.LocalI~tsSion 36.1% 37.0% 98
C. Both A and B 32.7% 32.9% 99
D. No Preference or Not Inte~Sted 24.8% 23.3% 106
CHURCH ARCHITECTURE INDICATOR
Estimated 1996 HoUsehOlds Ukely to Prefer Church Architecture which is:
PART 1:
A. Traditonaf 285% 29.8% 95
B. Contemporery 18.0% 16.6% 108
C. Both A and B 337% 35.7% 94
D. No Preference or Not Interested 19.3% 17.8% 109
PART 2:
A. SoniberlSerk,us . 10.6% 10.0% 108
B. Light and Awy 38.3% 38.9% 98
C. Both A and B 28.3% 30.5% 93
D.NoPrelerertceorNotlntefested 22.1% 20.7% 107




inctcates tie con~egatcn ~ morn tian 12 ~nes the c~myeinltyawrnge.
Ir~tes the congregation le teas than 0.8 thies the com.rity a~e~e
Total Congregational Respondents I Community Population
Eat. Resoondeflt Households (NH) I Community Householde
1. Is this your churCh home?
kYes
B. No
Ia. if)es~, how many years?
A 0 to 2 years
B.3tosyears
C. 6 to9 years
0. lOto 19 yearS
E. 20 to 29 years






28. lf)es~ how many years?
A.Oto2years
8.3 to 5 years
C. 6 to 9 years
0.10 to lgyears
E. 20 to 29 years
F 30 years and over
Average Years
MedIan Years
3. How far do you live 1mm this churCh location? (ilK)
& l~ess than 2 mItes
8.2102.9 mites
C. 3 to 4.9 miles
D. 5 to 9.9 mites







































18110) U242fl eMs ® 1896-88 Perceat Stotip, ~c. Pate 14
reference








HA Not App~e ht~U
t~St Pitti~ Or Not AvtN (1OO.~Aeernq)
62 100.0% 54,391
___________ 48 100.0% 20.804
Study Ama D~o~
6.0 Mile Radus




A Ifl&~ ti~ COfl9I~5bOfl ~ more S~i 12 tEnes the ~rrnunlty a~emge
Ird~tes the congtegatofl is ~ese thisi 0.8 ttnes the mriwnwity aveqs~e
Total Congregational Respondents I Community Population
EeL Re~ndeflt Households tHH~ I (~nmmunltv Hnu~ehntds




















T. Not raised in any tradition






5b. Faith InvolvementLevel Ten Years Ago (HH)
A. Not Involved (ito 3)
B. Somewhat Involved (4 to 7)
C. Strongly Involved (8 to 10)
Average Level (11010)
Median Level (110 10)
6. Congregational involvement change last 2 years?
A. Increased
B. Decreased
C. Remained the same














































____ Arsa Aseia~ Com#.i~i.
HA — HOt AipI~e ki*x
























7. Your average Worship attendance over the pastyear?
A. Once or twice every three months
B. Once or twice a month
C.Weekty





E. Four or more






E Five or more
10. Annual Household Contribution to Congregation? ~HH)
A. Under $100
B.$I00 to $249
C. $250 to $499
0. $500 to $999
E.$l,000to$1.499
F $1500 to $1,999
G. $2,000 to $2,499
H. $2,500 to $3,499
$3,500 to $4,999
J. $5,000 to $7,499
K. $7,500 to $9,999
L.$10,000ormore
Average Annual Household Contnbution
Median Annual Household Contribution








































A Irdcates tie con~egaton ~ more ten 12 tines the ca~amzilty a~mge
Ir~tes the congregnton Is teas Ussi 0.8 tines the ~tyawraae
Total Congregational Respondents! Community Population
Est. Resbondent Households IHH1 I Cammiinttv Hnuseho~
R~edFo~
WnIs~e 1k~ed Methodist church
101 Parkvisw Road
—~ —- ..—-- ___ ~GA306~ . .......—-
_____ ______ ca.m~ Cs....~
Awes. Cam,a~
NA ~No~ App5ca~ ~dU











Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 WrterAle U,itedMethocldC~irath Study Area Defeibon.
Date:4/9~8 101 PaitrviewRead 6.OPAiIeRadius
— - V~ ___ 30680 V~•~ ___
~
D.~uWeu ... kuAw~wi cc.i~a~i
~ IncJc~e~ ~ie congregafofl ~ rT~re ti 12 thiss ttiocenwmidty eara~e .. • ~*~. kiIu
I,x5cates the congmg~Ofl ~ I~e thai 0:8 tImes the xnvnuiity sve,aQe V Iit Pi~ a Ni~ A~e (100.AvaIg.)
Total Congregational Respondents I Community Population I 62 100.0% 54.391
Est. Respondent HousehnLd~ “~“ I Community Households 48 100.0% 20.804
___________________________ SURVEY SECTION TWO: CHURCH PREFERENCES
1. Top 3 ChuICh PrograirwServlce Preferences (HH) 44 91.7%
Spiritual Development:
ii. Bthle study discussion end prayer groups 12 27.3% 46.9% 58
i 2. Adult Theological discussions 8 18.2% 25.1% 73
~aSpr*L~ Ae~ee(s 9 20.5% 10.2% 201
Personal Development.
4.Marrtege Enrichment oppOrtunities 4 9.1% 11.9% 77
5. Parent Training programs 3 6.8% 8.4% 82
~ 6~TwetveSlepec~efYPIt~’W)S 2 4.5% 2.8% 165
A 7. Di~ce reco~ry 2 4.5% 1.8% 247
CommuflItyI~OCIal Services:
8. Personal or tamly counseling 8 18.2% 272% 67
A ac~ete~ii~dtyfl 11 25.0% 17.3% 145
~ 6 13.6% 8.4% 162
11.Day care services 1 2.3% 8.8% 26
A laa hspo ~ysdiod 4 9.1% 5.5% 166
Recreation:
13. Youth social programs 9 20.5% 35.5% 58
~ 14. Fanny ~tvltiesks~ings 21 47.7% 32.6% 146
A 15 34.1% 23.4% 146
A 1&~dtiz~ progmne(ni~*ai~I~et~ 11 25.0% 17.2% 145
a17.SpcrtsucflcprOgrIlfls 4 9.1% 6.8% 134
2a. Prefer Woiship which Is: fHK) 48 100.0%
~ &on~yic~Ithiq 15 31.3% 25.6% 122
B. Intellectualiychaflenging 4 8.3% 13.6% 61
C. Both A and B 24 50.0% 45.0% 111
0. No PrelerericelNot Interested 5 10.4% 15.4%
2b. Prefer Worship which Is: (HH) 48 100.0%
A.TraditionayFormaVCeremonlal 9 18.8% 19.5% 95
B. Contempofaryllfllormal 16 33.3% 31.5% 106
~C~BoeiA~ 18 37.5% 26.9% 140
0. No PreterenceR’lot Interested 5 10.4% 21.7% 48
~427*’a © ig*-ge Psrc~t Groim. ~. Pa9 17
54






A Jrdcates tie con~.gaton~ n~re than 12t~nes the cmxgtya~ei~
~ Jmkates tie cxx1greg~ion Is I~s than 0.8 tInes the ~n~mJc~ty ave~e
Total Congregational Respondent, I Community Population





___ ___ c.~, c~
kit Awiapi C~**b,
NA — 1404 Aapi..~d. ~iiz
ffier Piici ~No4A~tIe (iOD.A~.ereg)
62 100.0% 54.391
_________________ 48 100.0% 20.804
Study Area Defr~ilion:
6.0 Mile Rac~us
SURVEY SECTION TWO: CHURCH PREFERENCES (CONTINUER)
2c. Prefer Music which is: (RH)
A &T1~dt4o1~
B. ContemporaryC. Both A and B
0. No Preforence/Not Interested
2d. Prefer Music which Is: (Hil)
~ Thad~dhe5
B. Participatory
C. Both A and B
i 0. No Preference/Not Interested
2e. Prefer Mission Emphasis which is: (Iø~)
*kCOfly~CU~d
B. Personal spiritual development focused
C. Both A and B
0. No Preference/Not Interested
2f. PreterMission Emphasis which is: (HH)
A &Gltheimlssbi
B. Local m~sion
C. Both A and B
0. Na Preference/Not Interested
2g. Prefer Church Architecture which Is: (RH)
~ AJrattiond
B. Contemporary
C. Both A and B
i 0. No Preference/Not Interested
2h. Prefer Church Architecture which Is: (HH)
A &SClti*&nOUS
* EL4~aidAky
C. Both A and B
i 0. No Preference/Not Interested
48 100.0%
18 37.5%, 31.3% 120
10 20.8% 18.4% 113
15 33.3% 33.0% 101
4 8.3% 16.9% 49
48 100.0%
12 25.0% 19.4% 129
11 22.9% 21.1% 109
18 37.5% 38.4% 98
7 14.6% 20.8% 70
48 100.0%
17 35.4% 21.1% 168
7 14.6% 16.1% 90
19 39.6%~ 41.6% 95
5 10.4% 20.9% 50
48 100.0%
5 10.4% 5.8% 179
20 41.7% 36.1% 115
17 35.4% 32.7% 108
6 12.5% 24.8% 50
48 100.0%
20 41.7% 28.5% 146
6 12.5% 18.0% 70
17 35.4% 33.7% 105
5 10.4% 19.3% 54
48 100.0%
7 14.6% 10.6% 137
22 45.8% 38.3% 120
12 25.0% 28.3% 88
7 14.6% 22.1% 66
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Coordinates; 33:58.02 83:16.73 Wrter/4e 1tedMetioc~stCht,ch Study Ama Defriition
Date: 4/9/98 101 Pedc~iewRoed 6.0 ~Ie Radius
V __ —S~i ~
ksaAI.mg. ~cmpamehe
NA — No~ *~Ø~ ~du
Il~Iit Pei orNo~Ava~b5b
__ V V V
Inócates the ccn~ega~on b n~e twi 1.2 tiies th. inity average
I Ir~Ies the congregiOn is I~athai 0.8 teT)eS the comLsiIy e~erage
Total Congregational Respondents I Community Population
Eat. Resoondent Households (Hill I Community Households









3.Day to day financial worries
i 4. Employment opportunities










i 13. NeighborhoOd cr~ne and salety
A 14~ Good sdioolS
IS. Problems in schools
16. Raciatlethnie prejudice
i 17. Neighborhood gangs
A 18.S0Clallf~UStIC5
Hopes and Dreams:
i 19. Long-term fmanciat security
20. Time for recreatiorVte~ure
i21.Betterqualltyheathcare










































































































A Irdc~es S~e COflWe9atm ~ morn t~ 12 ~nes thsy~~
4 tix~k~tes the COfl9I59~iOn iS I~s thai 0.8 a~nes ~ cx~rrsmx.ity avernge
Total Congregational Respondents I Community Population
Est. Respondent Households (Hil) I Community Households






Overall Satisfaction (0 to 10)






Overall Satisfaction (0 to 10>




















Overall Satisfaction (0 to 10)
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_______ SURVEY SECTION FOUR: LIFE’S SATISFACTIONS
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Overall Satisfaction (0 to 10)






Overall Satisfaction (0 to 10)






Overall Satisfaction (0 to 10)




















































— c~,is.. ~ c...~
ku A~ale ~
A In&ates tie c~ege~rm~ rr~e t~i12 t~fles the Ca iyavere~e NA - tlo~ *~pa~. Idu
i lrd~tes the ccngrej~ation Is lees thai 0.8 thiesthe oaimmxtty avemge . ll~V PiSti~l or Nc* *~Cle (tX.A~ie.g.)
Total Congregational Respondents ICommunlty Population 62 100.0% 54.391
Est. Respondent Households (HH) I Community Households 48 100.0% 20,804





Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16Th Study Azea Deli*on:
Date: 4/9/98 101 Parkview Rcnd 6.0 We Radius
- W~v~GA3 ___ ___ ___
__ • ~m___ • AruA~ene ~om~
A ThdCes 5* ngregatofl is rT~1a.5*n t2trnes the conwnun~y em~aQe .• apç&.~. ~u
J Iratk~teS tie congcegdion Is less 8esi 0.8 tknes the conimirtty a~ec~e PIICUI or Not A~IU. (100..A.g.)
Total Congregational Respondents I Community PopulatIon 62 100.0% 54,391
Est. Respondent Households (HH) I Community Households 48 100.0% 20,804
____________ SURVEY SECTION FOUR: LIFE’S SATISFACTIONS (CONTINUED)
11. Spiritual Development of my Family 59 95.2%
A. VerySatisfled 8 13.6%
B. Satisfied 21 35.6%
C. Neither 15 25.4%
D. Dissatisfied 12 20.3%
E. Very DissatisfIed 3 5.1%
Overall Satisfaction (01010>
12. sharing My Faith with Othess ~ 90.3%
A. Very Satisfied 3 5.4%
B.Satisfied 23 41.1%
C. Neither 14 25.0%
D. Dissatisfied 15 26.8%
E.Wry Dissatisfied i 1.8%
Overall Satisfaction (01010> 5
13. My Actual Ministry Involvement in this Church 55 88.7%
A.VerySatisfled 3 5.5%
B. Satisfied 28 50.9%
C.Ne~her 18 32.7%
D.Dissatisfied 6 10.9%
E. Very Dissatisfied 0 0.0%
Overall Satisfaction (0 to 10) 6
14. Personal Relationships with People In this Church 59 95.2%
A. Very Satisfied 14 23.7%
B. Satisfied 31 52.5%
C. Neither 9 15.3%
D. Dissatisfied 4 6.8%
E. Very Dissatisfied i 1.7%
Overall SatisfactIon (010 10) 8
15. General Satisfaction with this Church 61 98.4%
A.VerySatisfied 13 21.3%
B. Satisfied 37 60.7%
C. Nether 8 13.1%
0. Dissatisfied 2 3.3%
E.VeryDissalrsfled 1 1.6%
Overall Satisfaction (01010) 8





Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 W~tenle Urited MehdstO~a,th Study Area Def~4tion:
Date: 4/9198 101 Paifview Read &0 t~bIe Racius
__ __ ~$~1 C-~b
Area Awiag. C.mpar~l,.
A lrdcates the COfl~e9a*X1 ~ morn liefl l2thies the cnmunlty..,rnge • t~e~ *ppic.~. ~di~
l,xt~IeS the congregion is lees tlw 0.8 thiesthe cx~rrraxily a~~r~e li~ir PieeiI c~ Not (1O~*wrng.)
Total Congregational Respondents I Community Population 62 100.0% 54,391
Eat. Resoondent Households (Hill I Community Households 48 100.0% 20,804
SURVEY SECUON FOUR: LIFE’S SATISFACTIONS (CONTINUED) __________________________
16. if Diw,j’ce4 Relationship with Fom,er Spouse 9 14.5%
A. Very Satisfied o. 0.0%
B. Satisfied I 5 55.6%
C. Neither 3 33.3%
D. Dissatisfied 0 0.0%
Every Dissatisfied i 11.1%
Overall Satisfaction (0 tolD) 5
17. RelationshIp with StepchIldren 7 11.3%
AVerySatislied 2 28.6%
8.Satisfied 4 57.1%
C. Neither 1 14.3%
D. Dissatisfied 0 0.0%
E. Very Dissatisfied o 0.0%
OerallSatisfactiOn(OtolO)
18. QualIty of Life in my Community 59 95.2%
A. Very Satisfied 7 11.9%
B. Satisfied 40 67.8%
C. Neither 6 10.2%
D.Dissatisfied 5 8.5%
E. Wry Dissatisfied 1 1.7%
Overall SatisfactIon (0 tolD) 7
19. My Education 60 96.8%
&VerySatisfled 9 15.0%
B.Satistied 43 71.7%
C. Nether 4 6.7%
0. Dissatisfied 4 6.7%
E. Very Dissatisfied 0 0.0%
OveratiSatisfaction(OtolO) 8
20. My ChlIdtSW$ Educational Environment 40 64.5%
A. VerV Satisfied 9 22.5%
B. Satisfied 22 55.0%
C.Neither 4 10.0%
D. Dissatisfied 5 12.5%
E. Very Dissatisfied 0 0.0%
Overall Satisfaction (0 to 10) 8
(BOO) 4*242fl dli © 109648 PeiteØ Grief, bw. Page 23
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V ____ ~s~ ~
V ___ AmaAa~ Ci~i~,
AJndces tie n~eg~on s more t~i 12 taies the cQm1sI~y emecage 14* = Not Appicid. ~dIZ
I IrdcaleS tie congreg~ion IS 1~S ttieri O.8thiet the a~muIity a~eiage Ibaber P111111 or Not AvU. (100.*iwag.)
Total Congregational Respondents I Community Population 62 100.0% 54,391
Est. Resoondent Households (HH) I Community Households 48 100.9% 20,804
______ __ __ __ SURVEY SECTION FIVE: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
I. Age of Survey Respondents Only
A. Less than 15 years
8.15 to 24
C. 25 to 34
D.351o44
E 45 to 54
F 55 to 64

















lb. Respondents and Families by Genefatlon
A &&Iders(8om1901b1924)
~ 8.Siergs(1~to1942>
C. Boomers (l943to 1960)
i D.Survivors(1961to1982)
A LM(1962er)
2. What is your marit& status?
A. Single (never married)













































































2b. if married, did your spouse complete a survey?
AYes
B. No
2c~ if married, IS your spouse employed?
AYes
B. No
3a. Households with children at home by Age Group INH)
A. 0 to 2 years old
B. 3 to 5 years old
C. Elementary
0. Junior High!Midde School
E. High School
F Post High School
3b. Actual number of children by Age Group
A. 0 to 2 years old
B. 3105 years old
C. Elementary
0. Junior HighfMiddle School
E. High School
RPoslHighSdiOOl






































A lrdcates tie coci~egadon ~ morn Iiei 12th~es the msttys~,rage
Ir~i~tes Sie congre~atOn IS lees thun 0.8 tines the ~meti~a~,~
Total Congregational Respondents I Community Population I




_--._ __ — s_I




______________ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 48 100.0% 20,804
Sludy Area Del~on:
8.0 Mile Radius
2a. if married, does your spouse attend this church?












Coordinates: 33:58.02 83:16.73 Wntervlte 1h~ed ModislChuidi Study Ama Defnibon:
Date: 4/9/98 101 Paikelew Rc~d 6.0 Mile Radius
- - ~GA30083 - .- .-.--.—
V V’ V V ca.~iji~.. ~
IlIkJ~ V V V V ______ usa *wa cem~,
A IldCatOS tie con~egatcn le mere t~ 12t%fles the ~Twnunity av.mQe V NA - N~4 AXke~. kiiu
I Iri~k~tes the cc cregaton Is l~glflan 0.8 tines the c~ThT*flty~ V Ndt Ad~adt. (toD.Aw.9)
Total Congregational Respondents I Community PopulatIon 62 100.0% 54,391
Est. Respondent Households (HH) I Community HousthnId~ 48 100.0% 20.804
______ SURVEY SECTION FIVE BACKGROUND INFORMATION (CONTINUED) ____________________
4. What is your racial or ethnic origin? ~g 95.2%
A. White (non’hispanlc) 57 96.6%
8. Afrlcan-Axneilean 0 0.0%
C. Native Americaji 2 3.4%
0. Chinese 0 0.0%
E.Japanese .0 0.0%
E Asia idian 0 0.0%
G. i(ocean 0 0.0%
H. Vietnamese 0 0.0%
I. Fd~,jio 0 0.0%
J. Other AsIan 0 o.o%
K.Mexican 0 00%
LCuban o 0.0%
N. Puerto Rcan 0 0.0%
N. Other sparuc 0 0.0%
0. Hawaiian, Guamaiian and Samoan 0 0.0%
P Other Pacific Islander 0 0.0%
0. Other Race 0 0.0%
5. Annual Household Income (HH) 40 83.3% 83.3% 8333
A Less than $5,000 0 0.0% 12.1% 0
i B.$5,000to$14,999 7 17.5% 23.1% 76
C.$15,000to$24,999 7 17.5% 19.2% 91
0. $25,000 to $34,999 5 12.5% 12.1% 103
*3cn~$4~Sqj 10 25.0% 132% 189
A 00~$74,999 7 17.5% 112% 157
* ~)O0b$99$99 4 10.0% 4.1% 246
H. $100,000 to $149,999 1 2.5% 3.8% 66
L$150,000 ore more 0 0.0% 1.3% 0
AverageAmuatHousehotdincome $40,813 $35,140 116
A~ IkzusioJlncome $ 42,500 $ 25,076 169
6. Highest Level of Completed Education 58 93.5%
i A Elementary 0 0.0% 11.8% 0
t 8.JisiiorH~h’MiddIeSchod . 6 10.3% 16.1% 64
C. High School Graduate 9 15.5% 25.7% 60
22 37.9% 11.9% 318
E. College degree - Associate (2 year) 0 0.0% 3.7% 0
* F~CoIegedee.Ba4cr’s(4y~’) 17 29.3% 15.8% 185
i (5. Post Graduate - Master~/Doctoi-ate 4 6.9% 14.9%




1. A koinonia fellowship is _________________________________________________
2. How long have you been a member of WUMC or not yet a member _____
3. Do you believe the church is open to all people? yes I no
4. How likely are you to invite someone to come to Sunday Worship?
Circle the number that (1) very likely, (2) most likely, (3) not likely, (4) wifi not
A family member 1 2 3 4
Aneighbor 1 2 3 4
A co-worker 1 2 3 4
Astranger 1 2 3 4
Use the following scale to answer the next three questions where:
1) represents very uncomfortable, 2) represents somewhat uncomfortable,
3) represents somewhat comfortable, and 4) represents very comfortable.
7. If a visitor came to worship at Wintervifie UMC this Sunday, how comfortable would that
person feel if there were:
a. of obvious poverty 1 2 3 4
b. physically challenged 1 2 3 4
c. of a different ethnic or cultural group 1 2 3 4
8. If a visitor came to worship and sat next to you how comfortable would you feel today if
that person were:
a. of obvious poverty 1 2 3 4
b. physically challenged 1 2 3 4
c. of a different ethnic or cultural group 1 2 3 4
9. If a visitor came to your Sunday School class how comfortable would you feel today if
that person were:
a. of obvious poverty 1 2 3 4
b. physically challenged 1 2 3 4
c. of a different ethnic or cultural group 1 2 3 4
66
Circle the number that most closely represents you perception.
10. You can trust (1)most white people, (2)some white people, or (3)no white people?
123
11. You can trust (1) most black people, (2) some black people, or (3)no black people?
123
12. You can trust (1) most Asian people, (2) some Asian people, or (3)no Asian people?
123
13. You can trust (1)most Hispanic people, (2)some Hispanic people, or (3)no Hispanic
people? 1 2 3
14. How likely are you to change your opinion on race relations?
(1) very likely to, (2)somewhat likely, (3) somewhat unlikely (4) very unlikely
1234
Circle the number that most closely represents your level of comfort.
15. How comfortable would you feel if a family member brought home a dinner guest who
was black? 1 2 3
16. How comfortable would you feel if a close relative were planning to marry are white
person? 1 2 3
17. How comfortable would you feel if a close relative were planning to marry are black
person? 1 2 3
18. How comfortable would you feel if a close relative were planning to marry a Hispanic
person? 1 2 3
19. How comfortable would you feel Wa close relative were planning to marry an Asian
person? 1 2 3
Circle the range that is closest to your estaminet of the population.
20. How many non-white residents do you feel live in the Winterville community now?
Black Under 500 500 - 1000 1000 - 2000 Over 2000
Hispanic Under 500 500 - 1000 1000 - 2000 Over 2000
Asian Under 500 500 - 1000 1000 - 2000 Over 2000





Worship Time: 8:30 a.m. 11:00 a. m.
Number ofpersons present _____
Total number of visitors _____
Number of non-white visitors ____
In your own words describe the major theme for the today’s worship service:
What was the primary point of the sermon?
How well did the music and hymns compliment the overall theme?





























































467 369 354 424
496 500 492 352
328 560 334 371
400 357 354 405
530 463 396 418
111 389 561 558
89 445 408
540548 560
384 334 111 408
144 314 474 145
128 641 114 464
724 591 521 601





























Our Commitment to Pray
Our Commitment to Attend
Our Commitment to Give
Our Commitment to Serve
Love Your Neighbor
Love’em Like Family
The Enemy of In Difference
To Love, As God Loves
Spiritual Journey: Taken By the Hand
SJ: Take’n It to the Limit
SJ: In My Mind, I’m Gone to Jerusalem
SJ: Same Song, Second Verse
Easter Sunrise Story with Black Jesus
Koinonia Fellowship: Christ Lives for All
KF: It Goes On From There
KF: Sharing Common Things
KF: Hybrid Living
KF: The Road’s Been Paved
KF: Rubber Meets Road
KF: Food For the Journey
KF: Don’t Leave the Driving to Us
KF: Who Is Not On the Bus, and Why?
KF: Knee High to a Man













21-Feb-99 From a Distance
28-Feb-99 Roses, The Rose
07-Mar-99 Maps, Precious Lord
14-Mar-99 Eagles Song
21-Mar-99 James Taylor
















is held together in commitment
commits to pray to build up the whole body
commits to be present for one another and God
commits to give generously as God has blessed us
commits to service that builds up the body of Christ.
loves ALL of its neighbors
loves and includes all people as one people in God
is a faith circle that confronts the enemies that divide us
knows and shares God’s Love because God first loves
is guided by God, through Chirst, even when tempted
will cross the boarders to share living water
becomes koinonia by intensionally being God’s People
stands together in Christ as a new People
willing to see old message in new faces/images
includes all people in Christ, for human view fails us
share the story of Christ passionately with all people
shares ordinary words, signs, and symbols of faith
is inclusive as a hybrid, adopted body of individuals
is a revealed glimpse of rainbow of faithful witnesses
follow and lead through faith
keeps the faith over following the rules
is a people who are both witnesses and leaders
is a people who share Christ with all people
is a people who stand accountable in faith not fear
knows God does not give up even if we do
is a people who know our Daddy





1. A koinonia fellowship is ____________________
2. How long have you been a member of WUMC or not yet a member
3. Do you believe the church is open to all people? yes / no
4. How likely are you to invite someone to come to Sunday Worship?
Circle the number that (1) very likely, (2) most likely, (3) not likely, (4) will not
Afamilymember 1 2 3 4
Aneighbor 1 2 3 4
A co-worker 1 2 3 4
Astranger 1 2 3 4
Use the following scale to answer the next three questions where:
1) represents very uncomfortable, 2) represents somewhat uncomfortable,
3) represents somewhat comfortable, and 4) represents very comfortable.
7. If a visitor came to worship at Winterville UMC this Sunday, how comfortable would that
person feel if there were:
a. of obvious poverty 1 2 3 4
b. physically challenged 1 2 3 4
c. of a different ethnic or cultural group 1 2 3 4
8. If a visitor came to worship and sat next to you how comfortable would you feel today if
that person were:
a. of obvious poverty 1 2 3 4
b. physically challenged 1 2 3 4
c. of a different ethnic or cultural group 1 2 3 4
9. If a visitor came to your Sunday School class how comfortable would you feel today if
that person were:
a. of obvious poverty 1 2 3 4
b. physically challenged 1 2 3 4
c. of a different ethnic or cultural group 1 2 3 4
71
Circle the number that most closely represents you perception.
10. You can trust (1)most white people, (2)some white people, or (3)no white people?
123
11. You can trust (1) most black people, (2) some black people, or (3)no black people?
123
12. You can trust (1) most Asian people, (2) some Asian people, or (3)no Asian people?
123
13. You can trust (1 )most Hispanic people, (2)some Hispanic people, or (3)no Hispanic
people? 1 2 3
14. How likely are you to change your opinion on race relations?
(1) very likely to, (2)somewhat likely, (3) somewhat unlikely (4) very unlikely
1234
Circle the number that most closely represents your level of comfort.
15. How comfortable would you feel if a family member brought home a dinner guest who
was black? 1 2 3
16. How comfortable would you feel if a close relative were planning to marry are white
person? 1 2 3
17. How comfortable would you feel if a close relative were planning to marry are black
person? 1 2 3
18. How comfortable would you feel if a close relative were planning to marry a Hispanic
person? 1 2 3
19. How comfortable would you feel if a close relative were planning to marry an Asian
person? 1 2 3
Circle the range that is closest to your èstaminet of the population.
20. How many non-white residents do you feel live in the Winterville community now?
Black Under 500 500 - 1000 1000 - 2000 Over 2000
Hispanic Under 500 500 - 1OOO 1000 - 2000 Over 2000
Asian Under 500 500 - 1000 1000 - 2000 Over 2000
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